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Introduction



Rationale of the study

Commissioned to undertake impact evaluation of the Warm Home
Discount Scheme by the UK Department of Energy and Climate
Change.

NB: This work is currently undergoing peer review and has not yet
been cleared for publication by DECC. We have received permission
to present these results.

Question: Is there a ‘labelling effect’ in the way beneficiaries utilise
the WHDS?

That is, do beneficiaries spend a greater proportion of this increase in
income on heating due to its name?
Neoclassical economic theory suggests that households are ‘utility
maximising’ and therefore will allocate income according to their
needs to maximise utility under a given budget constraint.
A labelling effect occurs if households are diverging from this utility
maximisation due to the label of the cash transfer.



Rationale of the study

The WHD is an energy supplier-funded scheme which is running
from 2011 to 2016.
It provides an annual rebate via a single annual transfer of
£120-£140 to recipients’ electricity accounts.
There were two groups of customers (beneficiaries):

1 a ‘Core Group’ that consisted of low income pensioners; and
2 a ‘Broader Group’ that consisted of other vulnerable or low income

individuals.

The eligibility criteria for the Core Group were set by DECC and were
the same across all energy suppliers, whereas
the eligibility criteria for the Broader Group were defined by individual
energy suppliers and applied to their respective customer bases
(albeit using similar benefits-based parameters).



Findings

We were unable to find evidence of a labelling effect for the WHDS
with the data available.
This lack of evidence was consistent across a range of estimators
and model specifications.
We also sought to replicate results from a similar study, Beatty et al
(2014),1who found positive evidence of a labelling effect in the
context of the UK Winter Fuel Allowance.
We found that the results in Beatty et al (2014) were not robust to
minor adjustments in a fundamental assumption in the
quasi-experimental setup, indicating that the evidence for a labelling
effect for this similar policy is weak.

1Beatty, T.K., Blow, L., Crossley, T.F. and O’Dea, C., 2014. Cash by any other name?
Evidence on labeling from the UK Winter Fuel Payment. Journal of Public Economics,
118, pp. 86-96.



Analysis



Regression discontinuity design
In order to test our hypothesis, we utilised a ‘quasi-experimental’
method called Regression Discontinuity Design.
This approach takes advantage of the arbitrary nature of particular
cutoffs with respect to the outcome of interest.
For example, on a multiple-choice test, students with results of
59/100 and 60/100 are not significantly different, and if some
intervention (say a scholarship) depended on having a score of 60 or
above, we could treat the students with 59/100 and 60/100 as
counterfactuals.
The curve of the proportion of each additional pound spent on a
given good as income increases is called an ‘Engel curve’.
If the causal impact of the WHDS on budget shares for heating for
recipient households is significantly different from zero, there is a
‘labelling effect’, and we will observe a deviation from estimated
Engel curves.



Identifying the impact of the policy

RDD enables us to estimate the ‘Local Average Treatment Effect’
(LATE), i.e. the local impact of the policy near its assignment cutoffs.
For the Warm Home Discount Scheme, we have two cutoffs: age and
income.

Pension age is a potentially non-arbitrary cutoff: this on its own may
not permit causal inference using RDD.
The Guarantee Credit of the Pension Credit requires a weekly income
below £151.20 (for single people) or £230.85 (for couples).
We can assume that those earning just below this threshold are good
counterfactuals for those just above (conditioning on other observable
variables).
This gives us two LATEs:

The ‘surface’ LATE: looking at both cutoffs simultaneously.
The ‘frontier’ LATE: looking at the income cutoff for those already over
the age threshold.



Data

We used the Living Costs and Food Survey (LCFS) for the years
2009-2013,

a repeated cross section (i.e. each household is observed once), and
we control for sampling month and sampling year.

The policy took effect from Autumn 2011, so we were able to take
advantage of pre-policy data for estimation of Engel Curves.
Data limitations may have made it more difficult to detect a labelling
effect if one exists.

We did not have precise identification of recipient benefits, only the
qualifying criteria (though we expect takeup to be very high).
We were unable to precisely identify when the WHD would have been
paid out.
The restrictive assumptions of RDD meant that sample size was low
(depending on the size of the bandwidth around the cutoff).



Data

Table 1: All Households

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Median Max

Fuel share 21,899 0.071 0.054 0.0003 0.056 0.396
Treated 21,899 0.017 0.129 0 0 1
Raw income 21,899 439.226 231.756 0.040 405.730 999.837
Age 21,899 53.969 16.660 18 54 80

Table 2: WHDS Eligible Households

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Median Max

Fuel share 371 0.124 0.080 0.005 0.102 0.396
Raw income 371 144.554 41.335 3.850 143.312 230.304
Age 371 71.399 6.642 60 71 80



Analysis Results

Across a range of estimators and specifications, results were not
statistically significant.
Modelling approaches included:

Local linear regression;
Local linear regression with quadratic terms;
Regression splines (semiparametric estimation); and
Bayesian local linear regression using MCMC.



Discontinuity in income
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Evidence from the Winter Fuel Payment

Turning to Beatty et al (2014), we were explored the impact of two
assumptions:

The ‘bandwidth’2around the cutoff of age was 15 years in the main
results; and
The estimation of results using the ‘optimal bandwidth’ only used a
single year on each side of the cutoff, which is problematic as years
are a discrete variable and estimating a year on either side of the
cutoff is equivalent to simply comparing means rather than a
discontinuity in a continuous function.

This showed (and we verified) that the optimal bandwidth was less
than a single year on either side of the age cutoff.
As the bandwidth is decreased towards the optimal bandwidth from
the 15 years used in the study, the results become insignificant.

2The ’bandwidth’ is how far on either side of the assignment cutoff the researcher
considers observations to be valid counterfactuals.



Conclusions



Conclusions

We do not find robust evidence of a labelling effect due to the Warm
Home Discount Scheme.

This may, however, be due to a lack of power in our statistical tests
due to the dataset available for this study.

Furthermore, re-investigation of analysis of the Winter Fuel Payment
shows that the results in Beatty et al (2014) are not robust to RDD
identification assumptions.
The lack of a labelling effect is consistent with economic theory,
whereby a cash transfer would simply be treated as additional
income by a utility maximising household.
It should be noted that this analysis only applies to the ‘core group’ of
WHDS beneficiaries (those who meet criteria set by DECC), as there
is also a ‘broader group’ of other vulnerable or low income individuals
with criteria set by individual energy suppliers.
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